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Name of product:

FAXE Prestige Oil 0278
Type of product:

FAXE PRESTIGE OIL is an exclusive and efficient oil with high content of processed
vegetable oils.

Application:

On all untreated or lye-treated hard- and softwood, where you want the wood to have a
deep golden hue (NATURAL) or a fine, white-scoured surface (WHITE) , which is
extremely durable and preserves and stresses the natural texture.

Properties:

Exclusive oiling of untreated and lye-treated wood. The oil combines beauty with
exceptional resistance to wear, making the wood easily maintained, and provides a
beautiful, natural surface.

Solids:

86 weight %

Pre-treatment:

Manual application:
1. First clean thoroughly with FAXE WOOD CLEANER and hot water, then leave the
wood to dry completely. Drying time approx. 5 h. at 20°C.
2. Shake the can well before and during work.
3. With a scouring sponge or squeegee, distribute an appropriate oil quantity on 3-5 m²
in an even layer.
4. The oil should lie glossy and wet on the wood for 5-15 minutes. Add more oil if it
dries out.
5. Scrape surplus oil on to the next area with a squeegee while adding more oil as
needed.
6. Wipe each area thoroughly with clean, dry cotton rags so that no surplus oil remains
on the wood.
7. Leave the oil to cure for approx. a week. The wood is usable after 8 h., but during
the curing time it is crucial that the wood does not get dirty or moist.

83 vol. %

Machine application:
1. Follow points 1 & 2 above.
2. Distribute the oil on approx. 10 m² in a thin layer and work it into the wood with a
white disc under the polishing machine.
3. Leave the oil to penetrate for 5-15 min. while oiling the next area.
4. Once the oil has penetrated the wood, polish the wood with a dry rag under the white
disc.
5. Repeat the polishing with dry flooring rags until the surface is dry and has obtained a
good finish.
Drying:

Dry to use
Fully cured

Drying time
8 hours 20 °C
7 day(s) 20 °C

Film thickness - dry
-

System Specification:

Cleaning/Maintenance:
Daily maintenance and cleaning of wood treated with FAXE PRESTIGE OIL requires only vacuum-cleaning.
When the wood gets dirty it is easily cleaned with FAXE FLOOR SOAP, which gives the wood a silk matt
surface, or with FAXE OIL CARE, which provides a brilliant depth.
For a more refreshing oiling use FAXE MAINTAINCE OIL, while worn spots are cleaned with FAXE WOOD
CLEANER and touched up with FAXE PRESTIGE OIL.
Coverage:

Theoretical:

15 m²/ltr.

Storage:

Store at mininumum. 5 ° C.

Shelf-life:

24 Months in an unopened container

Cleaning:

The tools should be cleaned with white spirit.
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This information is based on our present state of knowledge and is intended to provide general notes on our
products and their use. It should not, therefore, be construed as guaranteeing specific properties of the product
described or its suitability for a particular application. The quality of our products is guaranteed under our General
Conditions of Sale.
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